
                                        

                         
PC mold, Fixed tables 
Municipal road and bridge prefabricated molds
Pipe gallery mold
Prefabricated components are supported by tooling shelves and spreaders

 Tony Shen 86 13646720020 (WeChat same number)
Zhuang Chen precast concrete mold  - to be the best construction mold company 
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Company Profile

 Zhejiang Zhuangchen Construction Technology Co., 

Ltd. is located in Deqing County, Huzhou City, Zhejiang 

Province, plant area of 14,000 square meters, the 

company since 2009 specializing in the construction of 

industrialIZED PC molds, mold platforms, municipal 

road and bridge prefabricated molds, pipe gallery 

molds and prefabricated components supporting 

tooling shelves and spreaders design, manufacturing.

      He has hired Japanese mold expert Takashi Kanda 

as a technical guide, and the main technical backbone 

has gone to Japan to learn mold technology, and is the 

first batch of mold design and production technical 

talents in China. At present, it has a mold technical 

team of 30 people.

     In 2021, branches will be set up in Huizhou, 

Guangdong and Fuzhou, Fujian, with a plant area of 

4,000 square meters each.

Factory
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Factory overview

Guangdong Zhuangchen

ZhuangChen headquarters Fujian Zhuangchen
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ZhuangChen, Zhejiang



Company advantages

1. The earliest company engaged in PC mold design and processing 
in China, with more than 10 years of industry experience;
2. It has three major factories in Deqing, Zhejiang, Chengdu, 
Sichuan and Huizhou, Guangdong, which can serve customers 
collaboratively;
3. 1300 tons of PC molds per month (700 tons in Zhejiang factory, 
300 tons in Fujian and Guangdong factories, excluding mold tables 
and other molds, tooling shelves, etc.), and a production capacity of 
500 molds;
4. The company has 6 sets of high-power laser cutting machines, 
of which 3 laser generators have a power of 12kw, the maximum 
cutting size can reach 3 meters * 18 meters, and the cutting 
accuracy ±0.1mm;
5. Wide business coverage: with the Yangtze River Delta market as 
the core, radiating the whole country. There are cooperative 
customers in the north to Heilongjiang, south to Hainan, and west to 
Xinjiang;
6. Have a professional after-sales service team to meet the needs 
of the business covering the whole country, and are committed to 
providing fast and high-quality services;
7. The company has export qualifications: the mold has been 
exported to Japan, Malaysia and other countries;
8. The company has passed 9001 quality management, 45001 
occupational health management, 14001 environmental 
management system certification, is a "national high-tech 

enterprise", has 29 patent certificates。
workshop
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Scope of business

1. PC mold 2. Fixed tables 3.Prefabricated components 
supporting tooling shelves and 

spreaders

6. Prefabricated stadium grandstand 
board

5、Prefabricated member columns4. Pipe gallery mold
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Japanese training

Japanese training

Japanese training Japanese training

Japanese training
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Internal standards

Internally, we use export Japanese standards
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Core equipment

Large table top laser cutting machine

Edge milling machine Bending machine Blast equipment

Shearing machine3 sets of 12KW large laser cutting 
machine
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Technological 
power

Workshop technician training

Add technical power

Mold designer training

Technical manuals
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Enterprise honor

In 2019, it obtained the certificate of "high-
tech enterprise"。

High-tech enterprise
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Enterprise honor

剪板机

Quality management system Occupational health and safety 
management system

Environmental management system
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Leadership care

 On the afternoon of October 9, 2017, 
Xiang Yongdan, director of the Department 
of Housing and Urban-Rural Development 
of Zhejiang Province, led a delegation of 
provincial housing system leaders to visit 
Zhongtian Deqing Construction Industrial 
Park to guide the work and inspect our 
company.

Leadership care
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产品介绍
Product introduction02
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PC mold

Stacked board components

Wall panel components

Beam and column componentsStair componentsBalcony elementsBay window widget

PC mold is a necessary tool used by the factory to pour concrete and mold it through design 
and production, and is an important part of building industrialization.

PC mold
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Production process

1 2

Compone
nt sheets

4 5 63

Mold 
design

Cutting, 
unloading

Bending, 
milling 
edges

Welding, 
grinding

Assembly, 
inspection
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Stair molds

Scissors stair components

Vertical staircase mold

Flip the staircase mold to use the site

Horizontal staircase moldPush-pull stair mold

1, component type: scissor ladder (half-side type), double running ladder, etc.; 2, mold type: 
vertical and horizontal, etc.; 3, demolding mode: push and pull mode and flip mode, etc.

Half-sided scissors staircase mold
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Stair 
molds

Stair elements can be combined with cast-
in-place buildings
Components made with stair molds are not 
prone to collapse during use. (The picture 
shows a project in Lanzhou, the main 
structure is made of aluminum mold)

1. The use site of the stair mold 2. The use of stair molds

3. Finished stair components
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Stacked plate molds

Double-layer stacked plate mold

Stacking board mold use siteStacked board components

Stacked plate molds
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Special-shaped molds

Wall panel moldsBeam molds

Balcony moldBay window molds
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Special-shaped molds

Large column molds Elevator pit mold Stadium grandstand board mold

Double leather wall mold Elevator shaft moldRoofing mold with curvature
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Fixed 
tables

Assembly line mold table Fixed mold table

Maintenance mold table

Stainless steel composite panel mold 
table

Stacking die stagesVibrating die table
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Fixed 
tables

上海一客户使用6个月模台板面
（江苏厂家供应）

Mold table surface used by Customers in Tianjin for 
more than 2 years (supplied by our company)

A customer in Shanghai used a 6-month mold table 
(supplied by Jiangsu manufacturer)

Flatness measurement before the mold table leaves 
the factory (our Sichuan Vanke project)

Deformation after a customer mold table in Zhejiang 
arrives at the factory (supplied by a steel structure 
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Municipal road and bridge prefabricated molds

Pier post molds Pier column reinforced tire frame

Pier member Schematic of an assembled bridge
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Cover beam reinforced tire frameCover beam mold

Cover beam components Prefabricated bridge construction site
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T beam mold Hydraulic T beam mold

T beam components T beam mold use site
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Municipal road and bridge prefabricated 
molds



Hanging basket mold (cast-in-place)

Pier post mold (cast-in-place)

Box girder dies

Pier post mold (cast-in-place) Guardrail mold
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Precast CULVERT Mold 

Vertical pipe gallery mold

Double-silo pipe gallery member

Vertical pipe gallery mold processing site

Multi-segment arc pipe gallery mold use site
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Precast CULVERT 
Mold 

Horizontal pipe gallery mold use siteSingle-warehouse pipe gallery components

Horizontal pipe gallery mold processing siteHorizontal pipe gallery mold
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Power projects

Cable well installation sitePower pipe components

Cable well moldPower pipe discharge mold
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Prefabricated components are supported by tooling shelves and spreaders

Double-layer stacked panel stack

Wall panel transport rack Wall panel transport rack

Single-layer stacking rack Multi-layer stacking rack

Wall panel stacking racks
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Forklift hopper Rotary handle hopper

Lifting hopper Stair-specific hopper Square hopper
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Mold table sweeper Stacked plate spreaders

Release power hammer Reinforcement lashing toolingSecond-generation mold table 
sweeper

The mold fixes the briquette
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Prefabricated components are supported by tooling shelves and spreaders



经典案例
classic case
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International cases

Exported to Japan column mold

Exported to Japan roof mold Exported to Malaysia Mould

Exported to Malaysia Mold PlatformExported to Japan molds
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In the blue area, our company has cooperative customers, and Tibet and Inner Mongolia 
have not cooperated.

国内案例



Cooperative customers

The above is only some of our cooperative customers.
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This is one of the sales contracts 
signed between Samsung head office 
and our company, we are authorized 
by Samsung



Classic case

（South Korea's Samsung-Xi'an 
Semiconductor Factory Project）

1、 Production of 1000 tons of molds 

          2、 customer thank you letter 

Construction sitePTW wall panel mold

Prestressed beam molds
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Classic case

（China State Construction - 
Zhengzhou High-speed Railway 

South Station Project)

Curved stacking boards are used on the spot

Curved stacking plate mold
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Classic case

（China Architecture - Winter 
Olympic Venue Renovation Project)

mold

Water Cube Arena
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Classic case

The most distinctive venue of the Asian Games, the Yangshan Rock Climbing Hall, 
appeared on the CCTV news network

（Hangzhou 2022 Asian 
Games project）

UHPC curtain wall mold
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Classic case

（Guangxi Construction Engineering - 
Pipe Corridor Project)

Pipe gallery mold

Case scene
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联系方式
Contact information
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THANK YOU
Zhejiang Zhuangchen adheres to the enterprise 
spirit of "integrity, responsibility, focus and 
innovation", based on Zhejiang, radiates the 
whole country, and is committed to achieving 
the goal of "being the best construction mold 
company in China".

 Tony Shen 
Whatsapp/Wechat:+86 13646720020
tony@zcmade.com

Contact details
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Zhejiang Factory: No. 18 Wuniushan Road, Deqing County, Huzhou City, Zhejiang 
Province (near Deqing Station)

Guangdong factory: Minsheng Machinery, Iron Field Industrial 
Zone, Shiwan Town, Boluo County, Huizhou City, Guangdong 
Province (near Dongguan Station)

No. 8 Xinggang Road, Kemen Industrial Zone, Lianjiang County, 
Fuzhou City, Fujian Province (close to Lianjiang Station)


